
Resilient Tigers bounce back from tough opening night road loss with win at Heritage: 
 

Elsinore: 15-14-17-20=66 (6-6 Overall, 1-1 Sunbelt League)  
Heritage: 14-13-17-17=61 (8-3 Overall, 1-1 Sunbelt League)  
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
In forming the Raincross Conference its athletic directors were hoping for competitive equity 
among their two seven team basketball leagues. If the first two nights of action in Sunbelt 
League boys basketball games are any indication they've succeeded beyond their wildest 
dreams. Thru the league's first six games its average margin of victory is 10.3 points per game.  
Tuesday night Elsinore lost by 28 points to Arlington in Riverside despite only trailing by a 
margin of five after three quarters. On Thursday evening in Menifee Elsinore took a halftime 
lead, held onto it after three quarters, and evened their Sunbelt League mark at 1-1 with a 66-61 
victory at Heritage.  
 
Fifty one seconds into the first quarter action Heritage had a lead of 4-0 off a jumper from 
Abraham Gayton. Elsinore’s Adam Pikulski responded with two consecutive baskets (one on a 
baseline out of bounds set & the other finishing with contact at the bucket but missing his and 
one free throw) making it 5-4 early on. An offensive rebound/putback from Tyler Leffler gave the 
Tigers their first lead at 8-7 with 3:46 remaining. It was 14-12 Patriots late in the period when 
Jakobe Montgomery hit a shot from 3 point range to give Elsinore a lead after one quarter at 
15-14.  
 
Heritage's Giovanni Benitez tied the score at 19 with just over five and a half minutes to 
intermission. After the Tigers had taken a 22-19 lead Caleb Boyer had five straight points 
connecting on a three pointer and layup to give Heritage a 24-19 lead with just under two 
minutes left. Donovan Harvey put Elsinore in front at intermission with an offensive 
rebound/putback just as the clock expired at 29-27.  
 
A three point play from Gayton made our score 31-30 Elsinore with just about one minute gone 
in the third quarter. Then Elsinore’s Brian Ramirez completed a three point play allowing them to 
keep the lead at 38-32 with just over three minutes till quarter's end. A three point make from 
the Patriots Riley McClain's on the right wing deadlocked our score at 44 all. James Andrews 
restored the Tigers lead at 46-44 with 30 seconds left finishing in traffic after pushing the ball up 
himself.  
 
With 6:45 left in regulation Pikulski finished off a nice pass from Leffler which made it 48-46 
Elsinore. It then became 50-46 Tigers as Pikulski, after a Patriot turnover, scored on a baseline 
out of bounds play. With under a minute to go Andrews made four of six free throws sealing the 
win for Elsinore although the Patriots refused to go down without a fight. A late three pointer 



from Boyer ,who connected from the left wing, made it 62-59 Tigers with just under 30 seconds 
left. 
 
Patriots coach Andrew Ellis remarked about the loss and what moment it had as a teaching 
opportunity-“It's about wanting it. Right now Elsinore just wanted it more. When you're at home 
and if you play the way we play and you don't want it more than the other team it's a frustrating 
thing but a lesson we can definitely take to heart moving forward.” 
 
When you face a Patriot team with Ellis coaching your success comes down to an ability to 
handle pressure. Wolter remarked about an early timeout against the Heritage pressure “When 
Pete took that timeout we weren't moving the ball forward and that's something you gotta do 
against pressure instead of going East/West or South.” 
 
This type of victory can be a character builder for a team. I later went on and asked about the 
Tigers resiliency after Tuesday's loss. Rettinger said “Players just have to play with heart and 
tenacity like we did tonight. Our younger guys now know how to play in a really tough & adverse 
situation. This is a really young group that will do nothing but grow together and I'm excited to 
see it happen.”  
 
Tigers forward Tyler Leffler said about yesterday's practice leading into this game “I definitely 
felt the intensity our side had tonight in practice yesterday. We made the choice to work hard 
yesterday and fix the mistakes we made Tuesday.”  
 
Leffler went on and said about keys to future success on the year “Definitely staying together no 
matter what happens and communicating in everything we do out there.”  
 
Heritage looks for a bounce back win on Tuesday at Arlington. Meanwhile Elsinore hosts 
Canyon Springs.  
 
Tiger Notables:  
Adam Pikulski>>15 points  
Tyler Leffler>>10 points 
Brian Romero & James Andrews>>13 points each 
 
Patriot Notables: 
Caleb Boyer>>10 points  
Melvin Williams>>13 points 
Abraham Gayton>>12 points  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 


